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Science,Â .Q: Is Asp.net async task not using locks for tasks in a multiple threads app? This is a
simple code to show what I want: class Task { static void Main() { A a = new A(); B b = new B();
Task.Factory.StartNew(a.Method, a.A, b.Method, b.B); Console.ReadLine(); } } class A where T :
struct { public bool Validate() { System.Diagnostics.Debug.WriteLine("in Validate"); T value =

default(T); Task.Delay(10).Wait(); System.Diagnostics.Debug.WriteLine("done Validate"); return true;
} } class B where T : struct { public bool Validate() { System.Diagnostics.Debug.WriteLine("in

Validate"); T value = default(T); Task.Delay(10).Wait(); System.Diagnostics.Debug.WriteLine("done
Validate"); return true; } } From the output, you can see that after the second task has ran, Asp.net
is at line "in Validate" but the "done Validate" output is before it. Is this because Asp.net is not using
locks when running different Tasks in one app? A: Assuming you have correctly compiled it with the

Visual Studio compiler you are using which is the default in VS
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